So	EDUCATIONAL   PSYCHOLOGY
a male with a female cell, we see that a male dominant gamete
with a female dominant gamete would give a pure dominant;
a male recessive with a female recessive, a pure recessive; a
male dominant with a female recessive, an impure domi-
nant; and a male recessive with a female dominant, again
an impure dominant. Thus the chance of a pure dominant
appearing would be one in four; that of a pure recessive
would also be one in four; while that of an impure dominant
would be one in two. These deductions from the hypothesis
are exactly the results obtained by experiment. Again a
diagram * may help to clarify the explanation:
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This theory has been well called the cornerstone of Mendel- •
ism :  that the germ-cells produced by hybrids are of the pure
parental  types,  and  cannot,  in conseqxicncc,   transmit  the
opposite character.    The offspring may be free from all taint
of the cross.    We see also that when Mendel's law is being
fulfilled we get continual reversion to type in both directions.
In this brief and imperfect study of heredity we seem to have
found one or two facts, but the matter remains almost entirely
unexplained.    Can we fare any better with  the notion of
evolution?
The doctrine of evolution may be stated in a few words :
that the different species of animals have sprung from a
common ancestry; that higher forms of life have evolved
from lower by a process of gradual and orderly change. As
Mr Bernard Shaw puts it :
If you believed that dogs and cats and snakes and birds and
beetles and oysters and whales and men and women were all
separately designed and made and named in Eden garden at the
beginning of things, and have since survived simply by reproducing
1 Thomson and Gcddcs, Evolution, p. 135.

